Real Time Operations
for 21st Century Airports

Today’s Challenges...
21st Century airports are faced with unprecedented demand, with
increased passengers, aircraft and business development teams driving route development. Despite this, budgets remain relatively static
and airport operational teams are being tasked with doing ‘more for
less’ and sweating airport assets,thus are turning to technology to help
answer some of the challenges.
- Decisions are being made based on ‘intuition’ and not necessarily being backed up by
data. Lack of ‘real time’ data for decision making
- Multiple ageing systems which are costly / risky to integrate
- No internal BI team or having to queue for resources
- A-CDM costly to implement
- No single technology suppliers ‘owns’ end to end customer journey and slow/costly to
innovate
- Pressure on Capex and Opex spending
- Customers / Airlines demanding better experience.
- Pressure on delivering aviation growth whilst sweating assets.

NGOPs have engaged with senior stakeholders at multiple airports and many
of the conversations have common themes:
“We are unable to accurately charge RON aircraft
as we are unable to log their arrival/departure time”

Operations Leader US International Airport

“We have to send a patrol car around the apron
to get a view of which gates are currently in use”
CTO Major US Hub Airport

“ATC and the terminal team are not working
from the same set of Real Time Data”

ATC Director UK Airport

“I often get the feeling of issues arising at the airport
either via social media or simply with a turn in the
weather with no real data ”
UK International Hub

“There are several manual processes in order to get an aircraft
from final approach to the gate, can we automate these?”
OPS Director UK Airport

IntelliOps

Optimise an aircraft’s journey through
an airport
IntelliOps :
- Collect real-time complex data from multiple sources
- Use data for BI (Internal BI or existing platform)
- Use business intelligent rulesets to automate processes

Convert complex data into operational intelligence
with our integrated cloud based platform
IntelliOps was designed specifically to take data from a multitude of disparate
systems and stitch it together in real time. Using a configurable set of business rules
and the ability to inject messages into existing systems, IntelliOps can truly
facilitate the automation of processes directly resulting in efficiency gains and cost
reductions.
All the data collected is processed by our BI toolset, complete with customisable
reports. All stakeholders and management alike can view how their functional areas
or the airport as a whole are performing in real-time.
With agility based in our DNA, IntelliOps only needs ‘hooks’ into existing airport
systems in order to function, meaning customers can be benefiting from the platform
in less than a month !

A-CDM

Noise Monitoring
Ground Handling

A-VDGS
PBB / Ground AC
AODB

CCTV

Guided Taxi
Lighting
Ground Radar

Examples of types of
systems we integrate with

What we do...

Next Gen Operation’s core capability is in converting complex data into
operational intelligence. We also offer a complimentary suite of services, including
aviation consulting, system integration and other services such as project
management (with aviation specialism) as well as a number of stand-alone solutions

IntelliOps
Consultancy
NGOPs have extensive expertise in the
scoping, procurement, selection and
implementation of complex airport
technology change programmes and
can seamlessly complement internal
delivery teams freeing up resource to
focus on day to day operations.

NGOPs offer a seamless overlay to
complex, multi-faceted legacy
airport systems via the
IntelliOps platform allowing
valuable operational data to be
extracted and insight shared via
cloud based dashboards to aid
airport operational decision

Stand Utilization / A-VDGS
NGOPs offer a cost effective and fully
networked A-VDGS solutions for pier
served and remote aircraft stands with
further real time data modules
connecting airside and landside
processes to facilitate collaboration and
increase efficiencies

Customised A-CDM solutions

Aircraft arrival/departure

Common Control Centre

NGOPs offer clients a cost-effective
A-CDM ‘lite’ solution allowing airports to
benefit from the most practical
elements of A-CDM methodologies/best
practices whilst avoiding the complexity
and costs of a full-scale A-CDM
implementation.

NGOPs have an in-depth insight into the
aircraft journey from in-bound,
turn-around and departure touch points
and can assist clients in identifying
bottlenecks as well as bespoke
technology solutions to improve
efficiencies and increase asset
utilisation.

NGOPs offer a full Common Operating
Environment (COE) fully tailored for
Airports to gain an entire operational
view of an airport. From airside operations to full SCADA integration (Lighting,
Building Management, escalators etc.)
NGOPS can integrate all functional areas
of an Airport for true Real Time Airport
Management

Typical Customer Engagement

Our Leadership Team:
Aaron Bazler
Aaron is a Director of NGOPS and has over 11 years
aviation experience with roles of IT Operations Director
and Transformation Director for the UK’s largest domestically owned airport group

Otto Altuzar

Adam Stark
Adam is the Founder and a Director of NGOPS and has
6 years performing the executive role of CTO/VP of
Civil Aviation in privately owned start-up along with
10 years of blue-chip, EMEA project and customer
relationship experience also holding an International
Executive MBA

Otto is a Director of NGOPS and has over 20 years
aviation experience in airport platform and cargo
platform handling. Co-owner of SIPRA, AT Carga and
formerly co-owner of a cargo airline company with
bases across North/South America

Get in touch with us and let’s have
a conversation
email: airports@ngops.com
http://www.nextgenoperations.com

